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Discover more serendipity, connection, and adventure in your life. These 30 cards, with themes of

"spark", "connect," and "explore," encourage people to engage with the world and connect in

unexpected and exciting ways â€” from asking a rockstar for a mantra, uncovering the secret to love,

or simply making a stranger's day.The rules are simple: just pick a card and complete the

adventure. Take as long as you need, and when you're done, pick a new card and start all over.
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Serenflipity   Unlock Adventure Every Day.       View larger

Three Ways to Play             View larger               View larger               View larger           Spark New

Ideas   Discover what makes your heart sing and take one action to capture that feeling.      

Connect with New People   When getting your morning coffee or afternoon snack, pick up the tab

for the next person in line.       Explore New Places   Track down the most unusual healer you can

find and make an appointment.

Meet the Author   Cara Thomas spent over 10 years inventing award-winning products for Fortune

100 companies. She found that adventure and playfulness led to breakthroughs. In need of that

personally, she started Serenflipity as an experiment Ã¢Â€Â” and it ended up changing her life.   It

started with a one-way flight to Mumbai, and 90 challenges written by 90 friends, clients and



strangers. Each day she flipped a card, followed its direction and blogged the tale.   The results

were surprising and serendipitous Ã¢Â€Â” and even included getting life-changing advice from

Steven Tyler.   Cara has launched Serenflipity to encourage that spirit of adventure into everyday

life, anywhere in the world.

Just got the decks of cards today. I was debating whether to not look ahead and just draw one and

act, as the directions suggest. I did look but with a good shuffle, and a random draw, it's all good.

What I love best about the cards is how they take me out of my comfort zone and shake up the

automatic way life I can approach life on a day to day basis. It's usually busy, packed with

technology and I miss a lot of what is happening around me. Serenflipity cards interrupt all that and

bring color and awareness back to the foreground in the day to day. Highly recommend them. I

bought extra packs as a nice gift for friends and clients.

I don't travel without it ... I've had so many wonderful experiences with this fun deck of cards. It

sounds so simple, yet it really works. I'm a big fan of getting outside of my comfort zone because of

all the growth and magic that happens when we do it - but I'm lacking in the creativity department.

Having a deck of cards on hand where I can easily pick an adventure for the day is priceless. AND I

can pick an adventure for the day for my friends too. The fun is never ending ...

I can't say enough good things about this product. It adds SO nuch adventure, playfulness and

heart to your day. Whoever created this most definitely cared with all their being about how they

constructed the cards/adventures. It's such a fun way to spend an afternoon with friends or

whenever the inspiration hits. I recommend carrying the stack with you at all times and I actually

even have calendar entries that remind me to flip a card and add more magic to my life. Btw, prob

this most unique/impactful gift you could give to anyone who has even just a hint of a sparkle in

them.

Finding a unique gift for a client for the holiday's can be tough but then Serenflipity came into my

life. My client is seeking more spontaneity and adventure in her life and I thought this was the

perfect gift for her. Simple reminders -- something she can keep in her purse at all times. It's fun,

playful and makes life more joyful. So excited about this new gift!

Super cute game. Great for a group or friends who get together. I'm a huge table topics gift giver,



now I have another gift to give out to those who love to host people. Great for singles and anyone

who just like to get together.

This is a wonderful little gift for anyone who's about to go on a trip, especially to an exotic place

where you don't know anyone. I love to travel and "blend," and I can really see myself using this.

Thomas has created prompts for mini adventures as you travel. For example: "When getting your

morning coffee or afternoon snack, pick up the tab for the next person in line."

I first used these cards when traveling to India and found that it made me so much more engaged

with all that I had to experience around me. While I love Serenflipity for travel, I've found it's even

better for making my day-to-day more interesting and fun! Love this concept! :)

Love this beautifully designed deck of cards that inspire connection and compassion and fun...

especially if you need an excuse to engage with strangers. Pef ctan adventurous trip
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